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1. Statement of the main theorem . 
Let f be a group and ZT its integral group ring. Very little seems to be known 
about the classification of projective U-modules unless r is finite or abelian or is 
built from such groups by generalized free products. For torsion free f, the only 
known nonfree projective U-modules seem to be those constructed by Dunwoody 
[2] for the trefoil group r = (x, y I x2 = y3>, and his modules P are stably free. (In fact, 
P 0 Zf = Zf 0 ET.) At this time no torsion free r is known for which &(Zr) # 0. 
Conceivably &(iZr) can be largely described in terms of the finite subgroups G of 
r if r is not torsion free. For example, we always have the images of induction 
IndL: &(ZG) + K,(U). 
These images will not generate K&Y) in general, as one knows already from the 
case when f is abelian, (Bass, Murthy [l]). Still, it is of some interest to know how 
much these images contribute, especially for certain natural classes of infinite groups 
such as arithmetic groups. 
We shall prove the following theorem, which seems to furnish the first known 
(even stably) nonfree projective modules over the integral group rings of SL, (Z) and 
GL,(Z), thus answering a question of J.-P. Serre, (posed in a letter to H. Bass). 
Theorem 1. Let n be an integer ~5. Let I’= SL, (Z) or GL, (H). Letp be a prime such 
that f n + 1 < p < n. Then there is a metacyclic group G of orderp( p - 1) in rsuch that 
Ind; &(iZG) contains a cyclic group of order 4 (p - 1). 
Let q be a prime and consider the commutative triangle 
G-r 
49 
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where f = SL,(ff,) or GL,(F,) and the vertical arrow is reduction mod q. To prove 
Theorem 1, it will suffice to produce a cyclic subgroup of &,(ZG) of order 4 (p - 1) 
which is mapped injectively to &(Zr) by Indr G. But the assertion that this can be 
done,: which is Theorem 4 below, is concerned entirely with finite groups, to which we 
may apply methods introduced by I. Reiner in the paper “Projective class groups of 
symmetric and alternating groups” [4]. The next section gives a brief exposition of 
these ideas. 
2. A reduction theorem 
Let K be a covariant functor from finite groups to abelian groups, and suppose that 
the action of G-conjugation on K(G) is trivial. Suppose that for every monomor- 
phism of finite groups i : H --* G we are further given a restriction homomorphism 
i* : K(G) + K(H) which makes K into a contravariant functor on finite groups and 
monomorphisms. (It will be convenient o write Indg and Resg for K(i) and i* when 
the map i is understood.) Finally, suppose that the Mackey formula holds for K; i.e., 
for H, H’ subgroups of G, X E K(H’), we have 
ResgInd$ (X) = uaHFG,H, Indza (i$X) 
where 
H, =HnaH’a-’ 
and i, : H, + H’ is given by 
ia = a-‘~. 
The examples we have in mind are the functors Ki(RG), IZi(RG), for i = 0, 1, 
the functors Cl(RG) and D(RG) of Reiner [4], the representation rings 
Rk (G), etc. 
Theorem 2. Let L be a finite group of orderpm with p prime, m not divisible by p. Let P 
be a Sylow p-subgroup of L, and N = N,(P), the normalizer of P in L. Suppose 
P c G c N and that G is a retract of N. Then there is a subgroup HG of G such that 
G = P x HG (semidirect) and ker(Ind&) c im(Ind&). 
Proof. Putting HG = G/P, HN = NIP, we get a commutative exact diagram 
l-P-~~HV--+l 
l-P- 
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Since p cannot divide the order of HV, the upper sequence is split and this splitting 
restricts to one of the lower sequence. Thus we may identify N with the semidirect 
product P XI H.v, whence G = P x1 HG with HG = H,v n G. Since G is a retract of N by 
hypothesis, it follows that HG is likewise a retract of H,v. Assembling these facts and 
applying the functor K, we get a commutative exact diagram 
0 0 
1 Ind$ 1 
K(h) ’ K(H,) 
IndG,, 1 I Id 
K(G) 
lndS G 
1 
Indk 
coker(Ind$,) P 
l U,W+ K(L) 
coker(1nd.z ) N 
1 1 
0 0 
in which the horizontal arrows are (split) monomorphisms. One sees that it suffices to 
show that ker(Indk) c im(IndEJ, i.e. to prove the theorem when G = N. 
Let X E ker(Ind6). Then using the Mackey formula, (l), we have 
0 = ResLIndf;JX) =X + UE ~~,~Ind~O(i~X) 
a+1 
(2) 
where 
N, =aNu-‘nN, 
Now if a is not in N (= N,_(P)), it follows that p does not divide the order of N,, and 
consequently N, must be N-conjugate to a subgroup of the Hall p’-group H..v of N. 
But therefore, since the action of N-conjugation on K(N) is trivial, it follows that 
Indca may be factored through Ind&, and thus (2) implies that X E im(Inds,J. 
3. The group G = ,up XJ f,-~ 
Let p be an odd prime, pP the group of complex pth roots of unity, and r,-i the 
automorphism group of pP, a cyclic group of order (p - 1) which we may identify with 
the Galois group of Q(p,) over Q. Consider the semidirect product G = wP x1 r,-1. 
We shall make use of the following result of Galovich, Reiner, and Ullom [3]. 
Theorem 3. The kernel DO of the projection &,(ZG) + &(ZI’,_,) is cyclic of order 
f (P - 1). 
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Remark. Since G --* r,_, is a retraction, we see that 
&s coker(&(Zf,_i) + &(ZG)). 
We sketch here how the statement of Theorem 3 derives from the calculation in 
Galovich, Reiner, Ullom [3]. These authors exhibit a Mayer-Vietoris sequence (2.1) 
which reduces to the following in the case at hand. 
Here u(IFJP_t) denotes the group of units in IFJP_i and u”(Ror,-1) denotes the 
image of the group of units of the twisted group ring R orP_* in lFJP_i (where R 
denotes the ring of cyclotomic integers z&]). They go on to show that the quotient 
u([FJP_,)/u*(R~~,-~) is cyclic of order $(p - 1). 
4. Linear Embeddings of G 
Let&.+]=iZ[X]/(l+X+ * *. +Xp-’ ) denote the ring of pth cyclotomic integers. 
For any commutative ring R, put R[t+]= ROz Z[up]. If cc, =(z), then 
1, z, . . . , zp-* * IS an R-basis of R[up] and G = gp >Q r,_i acts R-linearly on R[gp] by 
(z, a). a = za(a) 
for u E fp_i, a E R&l. Thus we get an embedding 
p: : G + AutR_,,,od(R[~p]) = GL,-,(R). 
Definep?:G+SL,(R) by 
d(g) = ( py) det-*;t(g))). 
Let n be any integer greater than or equal to p, and define pR : G + SL,(R) by 
Proposition. Suppose 1 n + 1 <p < n. Let q be any prime which is a primitive root 
mod p and such that qpP1 is not congruent to 1 mod p*. (By the Dirichlet theorem on 
primes in arithmetic progressions there are infinitely many such q.) Consider G 
embedded via oFa in GL,(F,) = L, and let N = NL(~L~). Then ff,[uJ is the field IFqr-l. 
Furthermore, gp is a Sylow p-subgroup of L and G is a retract of N. 
Proof. Consider a field extension lF,(z)/lF, where z is a primitive mth root of unity. 
Then IF,(z) = [F,d where d is the smallest integer such that m divides qd - 1, i.e., d is 
the order of 4 in (Z/m Z)‘. Since q has order p - 1 in (Z/pZ)“, we see that IF,[pp] is the 
field IF,(z) generated by a primitive pth root of unity over [F,. 
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The order of GL,([F,) is q(z”’ nn_, (q’ - 1). Since p divides (q’ - 1) if and only if i is a 
multiple of (p - I), exactly one power of p will divide the order of GL, ([F,) provided 
that p - 1s n < 2(p - l), which is true by assumption. This shows that gP is a Sylow 
p-subgroup and that the order of L is pm with m not divisible by p. 
Clearly G c N = N&+). It remains to show that there is a retraction of N onto G. 
We pause to recall a well known lemma. 
Lemma. Let F be a field and let z E M,(F) have irreducible characteristic polynomial. 
Then E = {t E M,(F) 1 tz = zt} coincides with F[r]. 
Proof of Lemma. Observe that F” is a one-dimensional vector space over the field 
FEZ], and that E = EndFt,)(F”). 
Remark. In the above, it suffices that the characteristic polynomial of z coincide 
with its minimal polynomial. 
Returning to the proof that G is a retract of N, we have first that 
N=(;’ GL _’ (IF ,) n P+l 9 
where N’ = N GL,_,(~,) (pp). For if z is the image of a generator of pp in GLp_l(ff,), 
then (z -1,-i) is a nonzero element of the field [FJz], hence invertible. Thus, if 
with 
invertible, 
an easy calculation shows that b = c = 0, a EN’, and d E GL,-,+I@,). This 
establishes that 
and the reverse inclusion is obvious. Thus, to show that G is a retract of N it suffices 
to show that the map p!q : G + N’ admits a retraction. 
Let 2 be the centralizer of gP in GLp_l(IF,). Then N’, which normalizes pp by 
definition, also normalizes Z’, the kernel of the conjugation action of N’ on pp Since 
the image of this action clearly contains fp_i, which equals Aut(pp), we have an exact 
sequence 
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But by the lemma, 2’ is exactly the multiplicative group of the finite field Fq[z], hence 
cyclic. Since by assumption (qpel - 1) is not divisible by p*, we may write 
Z’=f.LpxCp. 
where C,, is a cyclic subgroup whose order is prime to p. Since N’ normalizes pp and 
Z’, it must also normalize C,., and thus we get a surjective homomorphism 
N’+/,+>af,_,=G 
by trivializing C,,. This is the desired retraction of pfoq, and thus the proposition is 
proved. 
Remark. Clearly the same proof is valid for p = n + 1, provided that we embed G in 
L via p:e instead of by pFa (which no longer makes sense). 
Theorem 4. Let DO c &(HG) be the cyclic group of order $ (p - 1) given in Theorem 
3, and let L be as in the proposition. Then Ind& injects Do into &(ZL). 
Proof. By Theorem 3 and the ensuing remark, we have 
k&G) = DO 0 Ind~_,(&(HT,-1)). 
so it suffices to show that ker(Indk) c im(IndFp_,). But this follows from Theorem 2, 
thanks to the preceding proposition. 
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